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YouTube is the second-largest search engine in the world, with over 1 billion unique visitors per

month. Six billion hours of video are watched every month! YouTube is an incredible platform that

can be leveraged with unique YouTube strategies to make you passive income and this book will

teach you how. Remember, countless people are using these strategies to generate extra income,

but this opportunity won't last forever - the Internet is constantly changing so if you want a piece of

this pie, you need to act now!
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High on theory, low on solid details on how to generate that income. Would not spend the money.

Haven't we all been tempted to give in to those ads which advertise themselves as opportunities

requiring minimal work on the Internet, but that generates enormous amounts of moolah? Yes we

have. And haven't some of us been skeptical too as to its possibility and given up? Yes we have.

Well Sarah Goldberg's book is a great gift for all us skeptics because it debunks the myths and

gives a clear and precise picture as to the real possibility of online income through one of the most

powerful tool available - You Tube.Who hasn't watched YouTube? Almost everyone has, which

makes it the most profitable place for advertising. And Sarah Goldberg explains this goldmine of

opportunity and how it can be fully exploited in true detail. The best part is all of them are legal

methods of earning money and are no scams or false promises.She mentions right in the beginning

of how only hard work and perseverance much like in any other work can generate that 6 figure



earning we dream of. It is no magical wand but if someone can utilize it intelligently it will pay in due

time.The ebook is an easy read with a flowing language and the author has taken the pains to

patiently explain every nitty gritty related to it. But why I would recommend it to most readers is

because it is a complete resource about earning on YouTube. Additionally it also gives tips and

tricks and links to tools of use that anyone can follow very easily.

Alright, so I was lucky enough to get this book gifted to me. Usually I do not read such books

because of obvious reason, but I happen to be one of the people who know a thing or two about

making money on the internet so, naturally, I wanted to check this out. I mean I know about making

money on the internet but how do you make money on YouTube where the only option is to upload

your videos and share them. So thatÃ¢Â€Â™s what got me reading this.And surprise! I found out

that YouTube offers a lot more to the popular pages. This guide details how to become one of the

people to whom YouTube offers money for videos. All the popular and viral videos get a special

option where the uploader of the videos get paid for the ads displayed. Other than that, this guide

details how to make your YouTube channel more successful and prepare it better to make it more

popular so that you can start earning money. It does sound pretty simple but this guide has it all in

steps for you which means you will be able to make your page popular overtime. And that also

explains why so many people share their own YouTube videos like crazy. By the time I finished

reading this, I must admit, all I wanted to do was make some funny and creative videos and get

uploading, haha!So, if you want to make money and/or already have a YouTube channel, this guide

is for you.

Right after Google, comes YouTube as the second most viewed website in the globe. And it also,

for people who know how to leverage it, is one of the most prominent money-generating sources

available online, and it's really paying off. However, monetizing YouTube requires adopting

successful strategies, otherwise, YouTube wouldn't be a rewarding source of income at all.For that

purpose, this book demonstrates five successful techniques to earn money using YouTube, and

shows also wonderful success stories for people who could harness this enormous power, and

could eventually turn it into a very lucrative source of income. And most importantly, these

techniques are very simple and require no more than the ordinary technical knowledge that anyone

has, and so they can be easily implemented and leveraged. And I'd urge everybody to read this

book and enjoy generating some passive income!



other reviews are fake!Thi sis the worse possible book - i actually returned it!It has NO how-to, and

is only for the folks that have never heard of the internet.nevertheless, it has general ideas, but it not

worth even a single penny!
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